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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

I want to share a very personal story and confession with you. When I was in medical school in the

late ‘70s, I was on the front cover for the national medical student handbook. I’m sharing this photo

with you that shows me administering a vaccine. At that time and for the next 15 years, I rigidly

followed all vaccine guidelines.

Even when I started seeing patients at my own clinic, I never once questioned the safety of any

vaccine and I rejected information from people voicing their concerns. In the late ‘80s, one

particularly kind patient of mine, a mother, patiently shared a personal testimony about her vaccine-

injured son, Jack.

She opened my eyes to a reality that I was previously unaware of and did not want to accept. She

confronted me with clinical data that I could no longer ignore. In the years that followed, I saw more

and more parents who had serious fears about certain vaccines; I slowly came to the realization

that informed consent was practically nonexistent and there were serious medical risks being

covered up by pharmaceutical companies and the federal government.

We are now in the midst of vaccine mandates that have affected nearly every person on the planet.

If you don’t know someone personally who has suffered a reaction to these vaccines, you are likely

in the minority.

Victims of Adverse Vaccine Reactions Need To Be Heard

Sheryl Ruettgers, who is the wife of former Green Bay Packers offensive lineman Ken Ruettgers, is

among those who have suffered severe adverse effects from a COVID-19 injection.

Four days after receiving the Zrst dose of the Moderna COVID-19 shot in January 2021, Sheryl

experienced a severe neurological reaction. She is still experiencing muscle pain, numbness,

weakness and paresthesia that inhibit her daily activities.  When she connected on social media

with others who had been injured by the injections, the private pages were shut down.

After connecting with doctors, nurses and other individuals who had experienced Zrsthand

accounts of adverse reactions, the group wrote a letter to Dr. Janet Woodcock, acting

commissioner of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, and Dr. Rochelle Walensky, director of the

U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. It stated:

“We deserve and strongly request transparency and acknowledgment of these vaccine

reactions so that there can be a beginning to the discoveries and developments in the care

that we desperately need. Until acknowledgement of these adverse reactions exists, it will

be impossible for people to receive care.

We are pleading that you make the medical community aware of these reactions so we can

get the medical care that we need and hopefully recover and return to our previously

healthy lives.”

The group received no response from federal o`cials, which led Ken to start the website C19 Vax

Reactions,  for people to share their stories. There you can read over 500 real testimonies of

adverse reactions to the shots and view dozens of videos detailing individuals’ reactions.

In one example, 17-year-old Everest Romney received his Zrst dose of the PZzer shot, and

experienced extreme swelling in his arm and neck that night.  Two days later, the previously healthy

athlete was unable to lift his head due to the pain and swelling. A pediatrician dismissed the

concerns, blaming them on a sports injury.

His mother insisted on a CT scan, which revealed a blood clot inside his jugular vein on the same

side he got the shot. Rare blood clots in his brain were also later revealed. He ended up in the ICU,

where doctors still refused to acknowledge that the clots could be linked to the shot.

Adverse Reactions Are Being Ignored

Medical observations from doctors, nurses, Zrst responders, general practitioners and other

medical professionals regarding negative vaccine reactions are also included at C19 Vax

Reactions. For example, Karen W. stated:

“I work in andrology in a fertility clinic. The rumors about the increase in miscarriages is

not a rumor. It’s real. We are seeing it, and it started when the shots rolled out to the

general public, in March/April.”

Another medical professional, Dr. Katherine R., said:

“I have seen pulmonary emboli, DVTs, psoriasis exacerbations/ diffuse rashes, peripheral

neuropathy, and CVAs from the shots. I purposefully look to see when the patient has

received their shots. None of my colleagues care to look or ask. It is a nonissue for them. A

potential reaction after vaccine is likely to be a coincidence, I’m told.”

Y.D., another doctor, similarly stated:

“I've seen 2 instances of previously localized cancers turn metastatic within a month of the

second dose. I've seen 1 instance of polyarticular arthritis in an otherwise healthy mid 30's

male. 1 instance of disseminated mucosal vasculitis in a 20 something female. 1 death

from a rhinovirus infection after vaccination.”

This is the type of data that need to be collected, analyzed and studied in the midst of this

unprecedented injection campaign, but instead those who speak out are silenced or discredited.

Kyle Warner, a 29-year-old professional mountain bike racer, developed pericarditis, postural

orthostatic tachycardia syndrome (POTS) and reactive arthritis following his second dose of

PZzer’s COVID-19 shot.

An ER doctor refused to believe it was an adverse reaction to the jab and instead blamed it on a

“psychotic episode.” At the Real, Not Rare rally held in Washington, D.C., Warner spoke before

politicians to make a difference in the support level for vaccine-injured people — which is

nonexistent in the U.S. — and voice opposition to vaccine mandates.

Their mission is to gain acknowledgement from elected o`cials and federal health agencies of

vaccine adverse reactions and raise awareness within the medical community about these

reactions. The Real, Not Rare website has also collected dozens of stories from people who have

been injured by COVID-19 shots.  They also want to stop the denial of certain vaccine exemptions

and stop vaccine mandates:

“Real lives are being affected by ‘not so rare’ consequences. Many vaccine injured

individuals are seeking acknowledgment by the media and government so they can receive

better healthcare and treatment. Vaccine injured individuals did their part by getting this

vaccine, and now they need your help.”

Without Acknowledgment, ‘We Don’t Exist’

In a second letter to the CDC and FDA, dated September 4, 2021, the “ever-growing group of

Americans who have suffered severe and ongoing neurological adverse reactions” to the COVID-19

shots, asked for acknowledgement that these reactions exist. “Until you acknowledge us, we simply

do not exist,” they wrote, adding:

“Doctors tell us repeatedly that if neurological reactions were occurring, the medical

community would be promptly notiSed by the CDC and FDA … The experts at the NIH have

stated that they believe these reactions are treatable and that early intervention is key to

reducing the severity and duration of these disabling reactions.

Given that these adverse reactions are being denied recognition, it is impossible for those

who are injured to receive any early intervention and, therefore people remain hopelessly

injured.”

Four Categories of Adverse Events Described

While health o`cials remain silent about COVID-19 injection reactions, the growing number of

reports cannot be silenced forever. Board-certiZed internist and cardiologist Dr. Peter McCullough

detailed the nonfatal syndromes that are occurring after COVID-19 shots, which cause symptoms

similar to that of long COVID in many cases. The shot-induced syndromes fall into four areas, the

Zrst being cardiac.

In addition to myocarditis, a recognized adverse reaction to the shots, atrial Zbrillation in young

people and pericarditis can also occur post-COVID-19 shot. The second category of shot-induced

syndromes is neurologic, which causes neurological symptoms similar to those among COVID-19

long haulers, as well as additional, more serious, effects. This includes Guillain-Barré syndrome,

which can be fatal, bell’s palsy, seizures, persistent headaches and blood clots in the brain.

The third category is immunologic, which includes suppression of lymphocyte count and

reactivation of other viral syndromes, including Epstein-Barr virus and shingles. The fourth category

— hematologic — occurs about two weeks after the shot and describes vaccine-induced

thrombocytopenic purpura.

Signs include bruising all over the body, bleeding from the gums and nose and dark urine. If you

notice these signs in the weeks after receiving a COVID-19 injection, get to a hospital immediately.

For those suffering from these shot-induced syndromes, the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care

Working Group’s I-RECOVER  protocol for long-haul COVID syndrome has been used to treat shot-

induced symptoms with similar success. The protocol can be downloaded in full,  giving you step-

by-step instructions on how to treat reactions from COVID-19 injections.

Let Your Voice Be Heard

I am dedicated now more than ever to individuals and families who have been injured by these

vaccines. They were not informed of the risks. They believed what they were told — that the

vaccines were safe and effective. These people’s lives have been changed forever. They have been

isolated, unsupported and shamed; wading through grief in the wake of vaccine mandates

established “for the greater good.”

The more devoted I became in supporting the ethical principal of informed consent to medical risk

taking — which includes the legal right to make voluntary decisions about getting an experimental

injection — the more the attacks from the media, the government and pharmaceutical companies

were compounded.

People recognize truth when they see and hear it. We are united in our philosophical opposition to

government health o`cials intimidating, threatening and coercing citizens to violate their

conscientiously-held beliefs. Censorship is pervasive; big tech has colluded with dictators and

pharmaceutical companies to bury the harms occurring through these experimental vaccines,

including death.

If you want your voice to be heard, I will help you share your testimony. Vaccine mandates have led

to injuries, devastation and deaths — while the brainwashing “get your vaccine now” campaign is

being used to divide and conquer.

One parent’s personal grief shared with me nearly 30 years ago changed my life and opened my

eyes. One spark is all that is required to start a Zre. There is a revolution building — a revolution for

freedom to live your life without medical mandates or dictators calling the shots.

Please share your story with us, and encourage others you know who have a story to share theirs.

It’s never been more important than now, for you and your family, to take control of your health.
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Where to begin? At the height of the hoax, I was on furlough for 3 solid months. A nurse of 24 years on furlough. The hospital was

dead. Now, we cannot keep up, doing 125 surgical cases per day. We are seeing an explosion in advanced, HIGHLY aggressive cancers

in twenty year olds. Young people in the ICU for myocarditis, paralysis, clots so severe we have to chop off arms and legs, dead bowel

from clots, strokes, suicides; Hershey Medical Center is well over capacity. DO NOT CONSENT. I turn in my medical exemption this

Monday. If they do not honor it, they go absolutely go and *** themselves. And then I will write a letter to the editor and expose their

fraudulent billing practices. It’s all just evil fucking insanity. People need to STOP giving in. This death shot is killing people at extreme

high rates.
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Thank you very much SoozeQ for your shocking story and attitude. A growing number of healthcare professionals are speaking

out about the harm caused by Dr. Fauci's mandate to remdesivir, respirator, and vaccine in US hospital systems. Doctors and

nurses are often hesitant to speak out because they work in a culture bullying and abuse. Many doctors and nurses have been

threatened for nearly two years to comply with pandemic protocols that prioritize terror and pandemonium over faith and

humanity. Many have faced persecution for their beliefs.

Covid vaccines are killing healthy young adults at an unprecedented rate and depleting natural immunity, warned Helen Smith, a
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Vaccine Victims Share Adverse Reactions, Loss of Loved Ones
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

For 15 years, I rigidly followed all vaccine guidelines, until one of my patients patiently shared a personal testimony about her vaccine-injured son,

Jack

&

She opened my eyes to a reality that I was previously unaware of: that informed consent was practically nonexistent and there were serious medical

risks of vaccines being covered up by pharmaceutical companies and the federal government

&

Serious adverse reactions to COVID-19 shots are occurring, but victims are being silenced and discredited&

Vaccine mandates have led to injuries, devastation and deaths — while the brainwashing “get your vaccine now” campaign is being used to divide

and conquer

&

If you want your voice to be heard, I will help you share your testimony; please share your story with us, and encourage others you know who have a

story to share theirs

&
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veteran nurse who is traumatized by what she has observed and endured while working in the intensive care unit during the

"pandemic. ". “I have been a nurse for almost 25 years. Most of my career has been at UCI. I've never seen anything like this in

my entire career, ”Smith confessed. “They don't allow doctors to do whatever they want to help patients. Everything is being

regulated by high-ranking o`cials in the hospitals. "

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/11/exclusive-nurse-blows-whistle-heinous..  (November 22, 2021)
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Good for you!   Do not give in at all.   Yes, ppl are dying.   The old sheep ppl who live around me who got the jab must of gotten

saline solution ones or delayed reaction ones because they are still here after getting their death jab.  Thought i would never see

the day when a de-population plan would actually set in motion; and it's the evil elites who are doing it.
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SoozeQ thank you for stepping forward! What a good conscience and inner strength this shows in the face of such opposition

society wide! I want to know how many commenters here saw the Zrst video linked in this article? It is positively hair-raising!

Just as you report SoozeQ. It is enough to horrify the willies out of Anybody...Anybody...and shake them awake into cold, hard

reality unlike any other Zlm about coronavirus "vaccine" injuries to date! I strongly suggest that EVERYBODY watch that Zlm and

circulate it widely!!!

I still think that to send footage, books, articles to school PTAs would be strategic and key. The PTAs have enormous political

clout, would be the best to intervene with health departments and politicians. if woken up, they would talk to school principals,

other parents, and their children, this could wake the slumbering giant. College students ditto, they are very vocal and

passionate, talking to their friends and also their parents, who listen to their kids in  a way that they do not with most other

people. Thank you all!!
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Thank you Dr Mercola, and thank you again SoozeQ, as I’ve said before if more people were like you this would be over long ago.

Here is a link to to the WHO’s vigiaccess website, I’m amazed that it’s been put out there. Open admission of the millions of

vaccine injuries/deaths covidcalltohumanity.org/2021/11/02/w-h-os-vigiaccess-shows-more-than-t..   On a slightly different

note, an article on batch numbers from Slovenia, can’t vouch for its authenticity, just hope it’s the truth

ussanews.com/vaccine-scandal-in-slovenia-bottles-have-code-s-for-place..   And a short video of how they protest in Argentina,

won’t see this on MSM stateofthenation.co
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lovestosing6
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My heart goes out to you!  Why is this being hidden, you know?  Whyyyyyy?
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If they can't get natural help which works. Then they need to sign out of the hospital if possible. Vit K2/aloe may help clots and

progesterone.  A probiotic like Orthobiotic may help multiply B vitamins and make neurotransmitters. Detoxing by milk

thistle/dandelion with lots of water at night or sweating may help detox, but people need good minerals high enough before a

detox and restored after a detoxing.  Zn/Mg maybe low and coenzymated B vitamins. Fish oil/Vit C may help inqammation.

Something to reverse the gene change like a herb may help?  Ventilators may kill all but 2% and putting them in a coma for the

ventilator use may almost kill a person.

Natural help may only help and not hurt and may help stop the damage from happening gradually as it did. Polysorbate 80 in the

shot may cross the blood brain barrier and then allow damage in the brain. Fix the brain. Blueberries/coconut qakes/lecithin/Vit

B12 methylcobalamin shot or under the tongue kind/ bacopa/ Amour thyroid/ acetyl carnitine/ carnitine/ alpha lipoic acid...no

gluten/dairy/soy/sugar/GMO/food with a label/heated oils etc.. /coenzyme Q10/rhodiola/ozone treatment/Nature's plus-Source

of life multiple/Vit A/Vit C/Vit D3/5000mcg of biotin and more may help.
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Suzie get's it... but what about the: "Why Now Eugenics Agenda/Famines Ahead"? What are atmospheric rivers? A huge storm

has dumped record rainfall across British Columbia in Canada, Washington state in the US and worldwide, and the scale of the

disaster(s) have been linked to the dramatic [volcanic/cosmic ray heating/induced atmospheric river(s)] weather event(s).

As the climate... er... [oceans] warm(s), [due to increased volcanic activity] an increase in air moisture means that atmospheric

rivers are projected to become more intense, larger and carry higher volumes of water vapour. This is already happening in

association with observed PaciZc Ocean warming. Atmospheric rivers are long, narrow bands of water vapour in the

atmosphere that extend from the tropics to higher latitudes, acting like a pipe in the sky. These columns of vapour, typically

between 250 and 375 miles wide, move with the weather and can transport up to 15 times the volume of the Mississippi River.

Flooding on the Sumas Prairie in Abbotsford.  How bad is the British Columbia and PaciZc north-west qooding and what caused

it? When atmospheric rivers make landfall, they release moisture in the form of rain or snow. Precipitation from atmospheric

rivers contributes about 20% of the Earth’s total water qow and particularly along the coasts of North America, SE Asia and NZ,

this can be more than 50%. Atmospheric rivers are also linked to dramatic weather events such as the torrential rain and

devastating qooding in southern British Columbia and north-western Washington state on Monday. This weather event was

driven by an atmospheric river, known as “the Pineapple Express” that funnels warm water vapour from [sun, cosmic ray and

volcanic heated/boiled water] near Hawaii to the US west coast.

www.theguardian.com/world/2021/nov/17/what-are-atmospheric-rivers  

globalnews.ca/news/8406454/princeton-next-atmospheric-river-canadian-f..  www.youtube.com/watch
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Thank you Dr. Mercola for the great historical information this report provides.  Genocide of "vaccines" to children is spreading

throughout the world. Genocidal maniac Tony Fauci has stated that all toddlers and toddlers will likely have "vaccines" for the Wuhan

coronavirus (Covid-19) available by spring 2022. Children ages 6 months to 5 years can be vaccinated against it. COVID-19 by spring

2022. But PZzer has not yet submitted clinical trial data to the FDA for children under 5 years of age.

www.businessinsider.com/fauci-babies-toddlers-should-get-covid-19-vacc..  The contagion of the pandemic of "vaccines" for children

is spreading: The European Medicines Agency has supported this Thursday the extension of the current European license of the

pharmaceutical companies PZzer and BioNTech for the use of their vaccine against COVID-19 in children between 5 and 11 years old.

Vaccinated English adults under 60 are dying at twice the rate of unvaccinated people the same age. the jabs progressively destroy

heart tissue, which over time can lead to heart attacks and other cardiovascular diseases. In many people, these conditions eventually

lead to death. alexberenson.substack.com/.../vaccinated-english-adults-under-60   The Testimonials Project was created to provide a

platform for all those who were affected after receiving the covid-19 vaccines, and to ensure that their voices are heard as they are not

heard in the Israeli media. www.vaxtestimonies.org/en   A sample of the following headlines, data and links of people who have

suffered the serious consequences of the "vaccines" www.globalresearch.ca/10-things-you-need-know-about-experimental-covid..
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PFIZER, MODERNA VACCINES ‘DRAMATICALLY INCREASE’ HEART ATTACK RISK, RENOWNED CARDIOLOGIST WARNS In an

analysis presented during a meeting of the American Heart Association, Dr. Steven Gundry, a pioneer in infant heart transplant

surgery, said mRNA COVID vaccines put many patients at higher risk of a new acute coronary syndrome, such as a heart attack.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/sharyl-attkisson-steven-gundry-pZ..  (11/24/21)

While promoting deadly “vaccines” Top ICU Doctor Suspended After Suing Hospital for Banning Life-Saving COVID Treatments

In an exclusive interview with The Defender, Dr. Paul Marik said patients are dying "unnecessarily and unlawfully" because the

hospital where he is director of the ICU prioritizes expensive drugs like Remdesivir while banning more effective and less costly

treatments. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/paul-marik-lawsuit-hospital-remdes..  (11/24/21)
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Hey Gui, it's amazing, isn't it? In the whole history of humans, actually in our Garden as we know it, we have the Zrst miracle

substance to ever exist with no negative consequences. Everything in Creation has a Ying/yang, a positive existing with a

negative nature. Everything but...the Jab/s. None. How amazing.

* "Given these adverse reactions are being denied recognition, it is impossible for those who are injured to receive any early

intervention &, therefore people remain hopelessly injured.” * This situation already a problem with conventional vaccines most

are familiar with. Many older citizens who only had the 6 or so shots may not be aware of the massive load children, & now even

adults get pushed into with the notion they are perfectly safe, but unaware of how statistics are skewed. Many unaware there

has always been medical, religious or just plain I Don't Want It as a right. Also, how many in the health profession the lions share

with the best intentions, gone through the training to go on to set up shop, or work in the system & are who bogged down

through life & either the practice or work to never have the Aha moment Doc just shared with us. How many are bound by chains

of student debt, the overhead of running a practice or have to answer to the hospital systems guidelines plus the immediate day

to day needs as individuals and/or their families? Or if they feel helpless as to how to combat it. (We just had hundreds here in

one health system take the lay off as opposed to the jab/s.)

Yet we have Dr Fraudci, a curious conjoined twin of Mr. Burns & Bart Simpson, 'you didn't see me, you didn't catch me, you can't

prove anything,' & so now we inject children too, 'excellent.' (Don't forget the doppelgänger, Billy bad bird Gates.) The lies

continue throughout the system to include an upside-down vision of the world. One with icing on the cake, farting cows.

Newsqash, It's not cow farts that are stinking Bill.
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Great links, Gui! I have no doubt in my mind that fauci and gates are EVIL TWINS! I predict that this winter will be different than

any previous winter. These are NOT 'normal' times!
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I know of someone who recently passed on due to getting the Covid death jab as it was his heart that gave out.   Another

example of this evil being pushed out!
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Thanks Just, Randy and sunqowerjanis, yes, Gates and Fauci were made for each other. Bill Gates works and socializes with

Fauci, who has a terrifying history of experimenting with vaccines regardless of what happens to the human subjects of her

experiments. Bill Gates has played a major role in the background, working alongside Dr. Anthony Fauci and all the globalist

leaders and their friends in medical establishments, to suppress the very inexpensive and incredibly effective medical protocols

available long ago for COVID. -19 that would essentially make mandatory masking and mandatory vaccination unnecessary. The

white book of dra. simone gold reveals the deep corruption and shocking deception that have resulted in the suppression of

desperately needed life-saving treatments for covid infection since the pandemic began.

www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/us-frontline-doctors-expose-criminal-campai..
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There was an article on the AFLDS.ORG site about higher all cause mortality among vaccinated people.  It included the article at

alexberenson.substack.com/.../vaccinated-english-adults-under-60  but also referred to some similar data from Germany.  Does

anyone know why it was deleted and where I can Znd the chart from Germany?
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I don't do "shots" qu, or otherwise and only vaxxes  I have had were polio and smallpox in the 50s, early 60s (I am 68)....I had the

measles, mumps, chickenpox and did Zne.....  I know people who got the bioweapon covid shot and one died from a pulmonary

embolism, another previously healthy person developed heart issues at 60, another in her early 60s is having re-occuring lumps under

her arms and experiencing fatigue and the list goes on and on.......it just boggles my mind why people would run and line up for this

garbage.  I remember about 12 years ago when my doctor wanted to give me a shingles shot.  I said no.  She tried to scare me with if

you had the chickenpox you are at risk for shingles....I told her NO thank you.  She did not like me after that and just never went back

to her......
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My fully vaxxed mom about a month ago spent 10 days in the hospital after testing positive for Covid.  Over 20 fully vaxxed

people in her Independent Living Apartments got Covid - and 7 died!  My mom suffers from burning rashes on her face that no

dermatologist can Zgure out, she has chronic UTIs, and her legs gave out one day and she couldn’t get up.  At least I stopped

her from getting the booster, even tho I had begged her not to get the shots to begin with - and she was a biology major! Have a

nurse friend who got the jab and thought she had a brain bleed and then she had extreme gut issues.  Both times she was

hospitalized.  Then she couldn’t swallow solid food for about 4 months.  But the worst part is, even after watching his wife have

these problems, her husband went out and got vaxxed!  He said she had the problems because she is Type A+ blood.  Oh

well!…..
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Everyone MUST (PLEASE!) read Bobby Kennedy's (Jr.) new book - but I still think of  Bobby's bull dog father (Both Bobby and his son

are proZles in courage)  "The Real Anthony Fauci ; Bill Gates, Big Pharma, and the Global War on Democracy and Public Health".  Get

out your highlighter and  sticky notes to mark pages.  This is NOT an easy read, it is not joyous, or light  reading - regardless - you

MUST read it. PLEASE read it. Sun Tzu said there is no greater weapon in warfare than knowing your  enemy.  This is  a Zght we CAN

NOT lose.   Educate yourself and educate all others with ears to hear and  eyes to see.
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I agree completely, I'm on page 100. Please do BUY it and READ it! ~Laura
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The book is informative but can be a hard read (even the type face is di`cult). I suggest getting the audio book.
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balhawk
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Thanks, Dr. Mercola, for telling your story and creating a platform for public airing of this critical information.  I still believe the truth IS

outing, against all these formidable obstacles, but it's up to us to keep airing it. I, like many others, had blind faith in vaccination until I

heard of children being vaccinated for chicken pox.  Knowing nothing yet of vaccine injuries, it nonetheless made no medical sense to

vaccinate children, trading superior natural immunity for inferior artiZcial immunity  against a disease that tends to be very mild for

young children and much more severe for adults.  

Many years later your site presented stats on the historical death rates of vaccinable diseases that showed the vaccines to have little

or no effect on the death rate trends!   That one really hit me.  I had believed there were these massive plagues that were almost

instantly wiped out by vaccination programs.  But the stats tell an entirely different story.  That opened my eyes to info on how

common vaccine injuries were.  Since then, the more I learn about vaccines, the more I "No!" I shall be eternally grateful to you, Dr.

Mercola, for opening my eyes, and saving my health from these latest and worst lot of toxic jabs.
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Well exposed. balhawk, in this article Dr. Brownstein says: The powers that be claim that vaccines markedly lowered the death

rate from common childhood diseases like measles and whooping cough. However, you can see from the link graph that the

death rate from these diseases was rapidly declining before the mass vaccination campaign began.

Why do so many children have all these allergies? We never saw peanut, milk and gluten allergies when we were kids, where

does all this come from? I told you that there are several reasons for this, but the main ones are that the immune system of the

young generation is getting weaker and weaker. I believe that children today, compared to previous generations, suffer from

more chronic diseases because they are exposed to more toxins and receive too many vaccines at too young an age. Vaccines
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contain toxic elements such as mercury, aluminum, and formaldehyde. It is ridiculous to inject these toxic agents into our youth

and expect good results. healthimpactnews.com/2015/dr-brownstein-m-d-human-dna-from-fetal-cells..
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14 ACIP MEMBERS WHO VOTED TO JAB YOUR YOUNG CHILDREN — AND THEIR BIG TIES TO BIG PHARMA Neither the

disgracefully unscientiZc vote nor CDC Director Rochelle Walensky’s prompt endorsement came as a surprise. Though billed as

“independent,” the 14 ACIP members — like the 17 members of FDA’s VRBPAC who voted the same way  — have deep ties to

pharma, with careers that hinge on promoting and rubber-stamping the United States’ destructive one-size-Zts-all vaccination

agenda. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-acip-pZzer-pediatric-covid-va..  (11/24/21)
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Balhawk, I second you! I too wanted to say thank you Dr Mercola, for providing a platform where people may report in and be

heard. Thank you for your speech in htis article. Your passion and concern are "heard" and felt. Much appreciation for your inner

strength and ethical backbone! We appreciate all that you do.
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balhawk
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Thanks, Gui for your excellent and thorough research.  Dr. Brownstein is among our great advocates for genuine health care in

medicine.  The methods I used to recover quickly and easily from COVID were based on his DRUG-FREE  protocol, which is

evidently more effective than ANY drugs, and I wouldn't be surprised could cut the rates of COVID deaths and long-term effects

to near 0 if universally applied upon onset of symptoms.

Mirandola, I also appreciate your excellent contributions to this site and positive energy.  We must remain conZdent in our

strength, which is supported by the very force of truth itself.
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1. my mom, very mild COVID caught from me on 3/3/2020,  age 90 got the second moderna shot April 7, she had mild confusion and

forgetfulness. She lived in her own home.  2 weeks later I noticed more di`culty talking when she was on the phone, by Mother's Day,

May 9, she could not live alone, very confused.  Recovered some what in a couple of weeks and I took her home.  Swollen glands

similar to mumps in Aug.  In Oct she was worse than before, not even remembering when she ate last, she is in assisted living now. 2

Aunt, age 82, second shot late Feb. Within a week or two it appeared she had a  mild stroke, but did not respond to stroke therapy. Lots

of testing, using a walker by the end of April. ALS diagnosis. Dead the Zrst week if July.

3. Just this past month a neighbor had a bowl blockage, male early 40s.  2 friends have had diverticulitis needing antibiotics., female

early sixties. 4. Son- in- law, 58, J&J in the Spring.  TIA in September. He is active and not obese. I am now convinced part of the goal

was to make people generally sicker to beneZt big pharma.  Too many people were demanding organic and a healthy lifestyle.  No

medical money in that! I took mom for her pre admittance check-up and the place was mobbed......
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"I am now convinced part of the goal was to make people generally sicker to beneZt big pharma.  Too many people were

demanding organic and a healthy lifestyle.  No medical money in that!" Was told in 2012, by NASA rocket scientist, all of this,

our current world, would happen.  Zero clue, at the time, what he was talking about.  Thought he was wacko.  1973, front end of

Oil Embargo, overheard him telling another engineer, there was more than one way to generate free energy for all.  Another

wacko idea.  Tesla, theZfthestate.com.au/energy-lead/energy/nikola-tesla-dreamed-of-free-..  .  

Though, he speciZcally mentioned splitting the water molecule.  Patents bought up for decades, any type of free energy, he said.

These memories surfacing after decades, for obvious reasons. Moving along, this year's, macro, mental pairing of words:

Feature...............Flaw Feature.............. Flaw Feature...............Flaw Personal, micro, mental pairing of words:

Righteousness..........................Boundaries Righteousness..........................Boundaries

Righteousness..........................Boundaries Thankful of Znding, Farnum Street, many years ago.  Several topics, especially,

Mental Models. Enjoy, https://fs.blog/mental-models/  . This NASA rocket scientist worked with Wernher von Braun, the Saturn

V, trained men who qew it and walked on moon,  to Space Shuttle payload avionics, Znally Mars mission parameters.

 www.nytimes.com/1977/06/18/archives/wernher-von-braun-rocket-pioneer-d..  Godspeed.
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The crime is the medical community that is doing NOTHING to treat patients at the beginning of the virus illness.  They do a televisit

and tell them to wait it out because it is a virus and nothing will work.  They are told to wait until they have chest pain and trouble

breathing.  But then it is too late.  I try to tell everyone that will listen to follow the protocols I Znd on community sites like this one and

Covid19criticalcare.com to at least treat themselves.  I have known more people in the last two months that ended up in the hospital

on ventilators because they didn't know there are treatments they can do early to mitigate their illness.  My 51 year old cousin just died

last week.  It is always the same.  They are told to wait, then the second week they become critical.  Patients don't know they are

getting enough oxygen unless they have an oximeter. Two years into this and the medical community is still doing NOTHING early in

the illness.
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Yes, we have a major issue with hospital care. Hospital Administrators, usually with MBAs, are running the show tight to the

FDA recommendations. Since when does the FDA give anything other than guidelines? Who in the FDA is on the front line of

cricial care that can give exceptional advice? The doctors need to Zght back to regain control. Most of will not. Here's a recent

story showing how nasty and counter-productive many hospital groups have become.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/paul-marik-lawsuit-hospital-remdes..  - stay out of these chambers of horror, get your

relatives onboard with immune system assists. If too late, Brian Ardis's website has several legal document drafts for download

and signature, important before even entering hospital doors!!
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That's the plan to let as many ppl die either from the Covid or the death jabs as possible.   It's too bad ppl won't go the natural

route like i did to knock out a bad virus i just conquered using vitamin C, 10,00 units of D3, zinc, grape seed extract and colloidal

silver.  Elderberry is an herb that's good against viruses.  And a NO sugar diet with as natural carbs, protein and GOOD fats as

possible.   Thank you to Dr. Mercola for Zghting the good Zght, hanging in there against the evil techocrats.  Because of him, i

Znally Zgured out why my body was breaking out all over with middle-age zits!!   An over use of omega-6 oils!!   Thank you Dr.

Mercola.
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YEs Sunqower Janis, if people die (for lack of early care) then more and more people will RUN, not walk, to get the shot! That's

the plan indeed. Sickening! It's all based on crimes, and it's all based on a lot of hoaxes and lies. Safe? Effective? Just watch the

Zrst movie Dr Mercola embedded in this article> I have never seen anything like it!! It needs to go around WIDELY!!!! Consider

school parent-teacher associations, retired doctors, retired lawyers, the grassroots, courageous underground journalists, others

of outreach and inquence. This has just got to change!! Good lord.
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I agree, this is why these people have blood on their hands...they suppressed, and are still suppressing,  the medications that

can successfully treat covid.  They have known from the beginning that there were therapeutics, but did not use want them

used, even threatening mds who did. If possible, maybe the best thing to do is ask your MD for a prescription for ivermectin just

to have in the house, and readily available.
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There are so many levels of stacked crimes, one on top of the other, during this whole debacle. I consider the denial of vaccine

side effects , better known as medical maiming and torture if not outright murder of patients, is a huge crime. Just violent. The

doctors who deny such "Side effects" (what a sugar-coated euphemism) need to be sued.  For the sake of the greater

good....doctors have an obligation to know about physiology (!!!) and to read the vaccine side effects (!!!) and to diagnose and

treat accordingly. They also have an obligation to use their head (!!!!) If there is genetic modiZcation of the immune system, how

"Safe and effective" can that be? Doctors need to speak out!

As for BigPharma's so called "Legal" immunity, it can't be legal for them to cause this much harm in the name of "the greater

good". These are FALSE AND MISLEADING CLAIMS and MISINFORMATION. It is not their distinctive function to lie to and

mislead the general public and to kill and medically maim and harm people while claiming to do good. It is time to break through

the barrier of gags and silence  by the so called "legal" immunity, at last!

Any lawBREAKERS who legislated such a concept, are working to usurp and undermine the constitution and belong thrown out

of public o`ce, and in prison too for backing BigPharma in this whole matter of medically maiming and torturing people, if not

outright killing them, then denying the harm and deaths. Time to sue, and sue, left and right, from every angles and from all

corners of the earth! Class action lawsuits garner media attention. Well if censored now, we the underground bloggers can sure

as hell spread word widely!
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Right.  Effective treatments such as Dr. Brownstein's drug-free protocol are censored, while the hospitals do nothing or use

"treatments" that are worse than nothing.  These are crimes against humanity.
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Yes Balhawk!  Agreed!  The therapies are wrong, period.  And since they haven't stopped using Remdesivir (my daughter told me

of another Remdesivir death from 2 days ago - 25 yo male!!!!) ... that tells me evil Fauci can do no wrong and keep raking in the

bucks.
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The American Medical Association needs to be sued… as they, too, bully doctors to follow protocols and not think for

themselves, else risk losing their medical license. Same if they spread “CV disinformation.”
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kmscharck,  allopathic medicine has always been about 'Weaponised Medicine', that is what the Rockefeller's paid Louis

Pasteur to bring a model of this for them to use.
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this is the Zrst time in ten years I did not receive this days articles as an email but had to click on "next article" from the third article of

yesterday's mailing -  this testimonial is an important validation of the efforts that Dr Mercola has made to end the criminal conspiracy

that has hijacked the planet on behalf of Pharma and its agents that have inqicted DEATH / PAIN / MISERY /  and depression on the

creation that God has granted our species - it details a confession from Dr Mercola of his awakening from the entrainment that his

medical education left him with and his passage into the light of realization that vaccinations were a product of Pharma manipulation

and fraud -

the article also appeals to those that have had adverse effects to make a public declaration to this  - it also details how the medical

profession is colluding with their Masters Big Pharma to hoodwink those that have suffered from vaccine injuries by telling them that

they are INSANE when the truth is that the Medical doctors who abuse patients/ victims without INFORMED CONSENT are the INSANE

 - don't be fobbed off by their ignorance and criminality - act now and declare your vaccination ordeals through Dr Mercola's service -

 PS - I just received the mailing - thank you
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ProximaC
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They are all insane, and insanity will not be an excuse for crimes against humanity. Their day will come. They will be done.

Criminal. Criminals aren't able to honor the decent, the humane, the principled - physicians like Dr. Mercola. They only know to

hound them instead. They will all be buried in the avalanche they have created. I just don't know how, and yet, I have a simple

faith that justice and truth rule this universe, and no, they won't escape this universe they live in except perhaps into a black

hole. Just my rant - just too distressing. The callousness, the apathy of it all.
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And yet, we need to remain strong, compassionate, and forgiving to the perpetrators of this crime and empathetic toward their

unfortunate victims, the destroyed. Humanity will come through strong through this ordeal. A more civilized world will dawn.
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hi ProximaC -  welcome to the MADHOUSE where Medical agents like psychiatrists enforce the deranged protocols of the

Medical Profession - they have WAYS and MEANS to torture and humiliate you  - especially those that are BELIEVERS in the

Medical Fraudsters that have managed to taint medical interventions as vying for the number one spot of causes of mortality on

our once beautiful planet
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And now genocide is spreading to children all over the world, including Europe where the European Medicines Agency has

supported this Thursday the extension of the current European license of the pharmaceutical companies PZzer and BioNTech

for the use of their vaccine against COVID -19 in children between 5 and 11 years old. Genocidal Fauci Says Children 6 Months

To 5 Years Old Can Be Vaccinated Against COVID-19 By Spring 2022

www.businessinsider.com/fauci-babies-toddlers-should-get-covid-19-vacc..   A coalition of concerned parents, business

leaders, teachers and other professionals throughout California have founded The Unity Project in opposition to California Gov.

Gavin Newsom’s plan to impose a COVID-19 vaccine mandate on the state’s K-12 students once the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration fully authorizes vaccines for this age group.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/the-unity-project-california-gavin..  (11/abe4-febd8915cd79dd

(11/abe4-febd8915cd79dd) )

We all have the right to individual sovereignty over our lives and our bodies that are being attacked by power-hungry globalist

elites. greedy and selZsh corporations. We cannot allow them to watch over our actions to tell us what to do, we are not an

unassisted population of true science and we understand the long-term ramiZcations of trading your essential freedoms for

temporary promises of safety and protection. We cannot give up our biological identity for genetic “vaccines”, we cannot give

up our biometrics. We do not want to be guilty of giving in to “vaccines” when vaccines cause illness and death and do not

protect transmission from Covid.
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CHD FILES NEW LAWSUIT TO STOP D.C. LAW ALLOWING 11-YEAR-OLD KIDS TO GET VACCINES WITHOUT PARENTS’

CONSENT Children’s Health Defense and Parental Rights Foundation on Monday reZled a lawsuit on behalf of four parents
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CONSENT Children’s Health Defense and Parental Rights Foundation on Monday reZled a lawsuit on behalf of four parents

challenging the D.C. Minor Consent Act as unconstitutional.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-parental-rights-foundation-law..  (11/19/21)
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pipblanc
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Stanley, I too was looking and worried about Dr.Mercola...
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waverider
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I did not receive today's article either and I have signed up for it in two different email accounts. Did not receive it in either. -_-
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Hi Stanley, Glad you got on today, as latest news has been unsettling, to put it mildly. A New Variant has been identiZed; again,

coming from South Africa (Delta originated in India)... Quickest link - Tim Truth is on topic to today's article, and more (check

the market today, as markets hate uncertainty): "QUICKLY DROPPING VAX EFFICACY FURTHER THREATENED BY NEW

VARIANT? VACCINE & TYRANNY NEWS" www.bitchute.com/.../Pc6NNDEuu71D
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tilapiagirl
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Hi Stanley when I checked in I was taken to the salmon story and made comment. Left came back to email and then when I

checked in the todays story headline in my email was there .  Did not mind the salmon article but was glad to Znd today s

article.
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BlueQuasilica
Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM
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Thank you, Dr. Mercola, and dedicated staff. I included this in my list and updated it.  https://tab.bz/nojabforme   QR code for the link

above 

👆

: i.imgur.com/8N0BR1m.jpg
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent list, BlueQuasilic . Big applause for your dedication to spreading the truth. "The site contains 550+ links to various

primary sources. It takes a few seconds to load. Click on the hyperlinked sections to direct you to primary sources such as CDC,

WHO, FDA documents"
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know of (10) people who have suffered a covid-19 "vaccine" injury.  (2) developed tachycardia that did not resolve itself.  One required

an ablation & then needed a pacemaker.  The other has since developed atrial Zbrillation that is causing her to pass out.  As a result,

she fell & seriously injured her back.  She is now unable to drive or return to her job.  Her friend's 22-yr. old daughter developed a blood

clot in her brain & required brain surgery.  Her son developed a rash all over his chest & neck.  Another man developed a blood clot in

his leg & his wife developed heart issues & spent a week in the hospital.  Two others developed acute appendicitis.  Another woman

became paralyzed from the waist down & is now conZned to a wheelchair.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, that’s awful
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WaryDavie
Joined On 10/22/2021 10:28:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This form for reporting adverse reactions to the vaccines needs to be kept permanently on the Mercola site. I don't know of any other

place where this can be done so easily.
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This web site has good reporting on COVID vaccine dangers and how to identify and describe the side effects:

sharylattkisson.com/2021/11/exclusive-summary-covid-19-vaccine-concern..
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juandoe
Joined On 10/20/2013 3:43:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm a deplorable antivaxxer and proud of it!
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anti-bio-weapon/gene change. Other vaccines also hurt...too young/too many at one time/too many total and bad ingredients in

them like Polysorbate 80/mercury/Aluminum/retro viruses/bacteria and more that hurt in them are contributing to

Autism/lower IQ/SIDS/deaths/poor American health etc..
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jwilda45
Joined On 12/30/2009 2:19:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Joseph Mengele has been cloned and is back in business in the behavior of Dr Fauci and other so call leaders! Is this "vaccine" really a

tool to introduce some epegenetic changes, or open the door for such?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

scary
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pecanroll
Joined On 7/2/2020 10:12:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Over 20 years ago I received within a 6 month period rhogam, a qu shot in a store clinic and then my Zrst MRI with magnevist

gadolinium with subsequent MRI’s with omniscan gadolinium of my head as I had head aches and neuro issues...I believe all of my

health problems that landed me in bed for the next 18 years was from overdose of mercury in the shots and gadolinium (heavy metal)

that I am retaining and actively going through chelation to remove.  I still have tremors, have insomnia and memory loss.  You can see

the gad retention on my MRI from last one 2017 preinjection.  I have gone 180 with medical system utilizing integrative etc.  My son

was on IG for over a decade as his immune system was wiped out from the vaccines.

I Stopped vaxxing him after the Zrst mmr where he regressed with speech and eye turned inward and has low testosterone as

teenager.  Thankfully he recovered and is helped by integrative MD.  A family member recently took the CV shot and reacted within a

few minutes suffering MI and stroke.  This family member works PhD RN and was coerced.  She now has heart failure. What I’m

concerned about is all of these victims of shots THEN go onto getting an MRI’s with gadolinium.  Think about that!  Gadolinium is

paramagnetic and have seen videos that it can be used to assemble as nanowires.  I think it’s di`cult to recover once you have

gadolinium retention.  Go search gadolinium toxicity on pubmed or NSF.... you don’t have to have kidney failure to retain this heavy

metal.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The adverse effects and mandates are a tragedy.  Optimizing serum levels of vitamin D + zinc is a much more effective alternative

than the jab.  Or, should I say jabs number 1-2-3-4?  People are being intimidated into compliance rather than being given reasonable

options that actually work. How much cheaper it would have been to distribute packets of ivermectin along with directions for use to

each household than all the consequences of this vaxination campaign.  We are living in an alternate reality--somewhere out in the

twilight zone--where corrupt politicians have been able to supplant workable solutions.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This corruptness(?) is concerted, deliberate and planned. Years and years ago. The whole history is so self-evident and easy to

track. Covid-19 is real, and horrible, but the JABs are way way worse, but both come with evil intent. Let's work toward a better

world with clear intention and love and compassion in our hearts and be thankful for what we do have. Namaste.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, large-scale corruption. We know that hospitals are taking large cash bribes to "treat" Wuhan coronavirus patients.

Hospitals across the country are reportedly paid $ 100K per patient to administer drugs like remdesivir, which makes Tony Fauci

money, and ventilators, which basically kill patients in a few days. Modern medicine is a for-proZt business, in other words,

making money for the rich by inqicting death and injury on people, which was more evident with the coronavirus. Politicians are

just puppets for corporate globalists Ali Shultz, JD and Elizabeth Lee Vliet, MD, have produced a report documenting how much

hospitals earn when a patient tests positive for COVID-19, published on the website of the Association of American Physicians

and Surgeons (AAPS) . survivaldan101.com/governments-put-a-bounty-on-your-life-for-each-covi..  (November 21, 2021)
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermo and all... I know of patients being denied much needed surgery because they refuse to be vaccinated. The vaxine has

become a requirement for admission to many hospitals. Always read hospital contracts--do not sign rights away! Months ago,

there was a case in Vancouver, WA, where it took 50 protesters outside a hospital to get a woman released who refused (her

daughter had power of attorney!) the jab. All she needed was a prescription for an antibiotic. If covid is such a high risk, you'd

think hospitals would want to release the unvaxed asap. No, it is about kidnapping them and holding them prisoner to enforce

compliance so they get those covid-related dollars.

I anticipate that Medicare will eventually require "full-vaccination" for reimbursement. I also expect that govt will continue to

conZscate Medicare premiums from eligible persons whether or not they actually have hospital access. A while ago, a friend

warned to avoid using the Medicare system. His complaint was, that, if you are not on prescription drugs, they will try to Znd

some drug(s) to put you on. Most unlikely if you leave an appt without a prescription. IMO, Medicare does not protect my

interest or well-being. They are paid by and act on behalf of govt. This is a conqict of interest when it comes to my health care.

Fortunately, I am able to travel for routine annual (nonstandard, nonMedicare) healthcare and my health remains excellent. The

fewer times I see doctors, the healthier I am.  

If you need surgery, I recommend you look for a small private clinic that specializes in the kind of surgery you need. There are

physician's groups that specialize. You will likely beneZt from a higher standard of care, have more autonomy and have a lower

risk of infection.   Guard your health and do what you can to not need hospitalization. Meanwhile, keep up-to-date on vision and

dental, as these could also eventually require vaxination. Dental may be more important than a routine physical exam
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Getting healthy has NEVER been mentioned.  Many of my vaxxed friends think they can wait til they get "something" and THEN

take D and zinc.....Building our immune system every day is so important.  I had COVID and now 18 months out I've noticed my

immune system struggles to keep viral infections at bay. I took my winter level of D from July on and am much better.  I've

added lysine daily for recurring cold sores. I hadn't had one in years.....I believe the spike is stressing COVID survivors as well as

the vaxxed.
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traveler4too
Joined On 6/20/2006 6:40:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What I Znd very interesting is that none of the people really pushing this have experienced any adverse effects. With the number

of adverse effects happening, some of them should have experienced them. The only exception seems to be Gov Newsome.

Makes you wonder if they really have received the shots. I don't think thay have especially when Fauci patted the wrong arm.

RFK jr's new book "The Real Anthony Fauci" is a fantastic source of information about all the things he has done. Recommend

everybody get  copy.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond,  Your predictions are dire, however, we may be seeing this entire house of cards starting to fall. One new dominant

variant already appeared in South Africa, Belgium, Israel, and Hong Kong, the shots are not tuned or adjusted to work against

the new variant. The CDC was concerned about re-setting the shots to the Delta variant for that reason, so shots being used are

falling below the 50% effective rate (relative). Nature always Znds away around synthetic solutions...
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

traveler... Historically, prominent doctors in big cities have been able to Znd out which batches of vaccines are good and which

are bad.  Not surprisingly, when there were mandates, they made sure their children got vaccines from the good batches and the

rest were used for the poor.   There is talk of being some "control" vaccines that are placebos.  I do not know if this is true.

 However, with the record keeping, it would be possible to experiment on and control large populations.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose... Someone turned the lights on.  More and more people are seeing the light.  They understand that the jab is causing

more harm than good.  Also, that it is useless for the new diseases it is creating.  Under such circumstances, there is no good

reason for repeated jabs. I would not have predicted the African variant.  Instead I would have predicted an entirely new disease

(such as an accidental release of some smallpox variant) or a totally different kind of crisis.  that may yet come. Meanwhile,

there is a cat-and-mouse game of alternating between fear and insecurity to ensure compliance and subjugation.

I predicted this reemergence back when there were deadlines set for getting jabbed to avoid employment termination.  I said

many people would hold out until the last day.  They would be encouraged to return to work immediately due to labor and supply
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many people would hold out until the last day.  They would be encouraged to return to work immediately due to labor and supply

chain shortages.  They did not self-isolate as is recommended.  They became shedders.  I predicted we would see a surge by

the holidays and it has happened.  Now, there will be more spread.  It was planned this way?  Now, it will be blamed on the

unvaxed.  We are their scapegoat as they proceed with their evil plan.

Further, I predict a time will come when the unvaxed will become extremely valuable to society.  Consier total social breakdown.

What would the value of one unvaxed nursing mother able to provide natural immunity to infants (and even elders) be in a time

without drugs and medical care?  Those with natural immunity should receive preference in hospital hiring for covid qoors.
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rrealrose ~  This morning, one of the Zrst topics I heard on the news was that....that a new variant has now popped up in S.

Africa.  Somehow, I think most of us here may have been expecting this and are not going to be surprised.  They will NOT EVER

QUIT bringing down the population and trying to turn those who don't die, into robots!  I just now heard a little again and they're

saying air travel is now being restricted.  Also, the famous, 'know-it-all' Dr. Fraudsi  was just giving his opinion.  

Almond, the story about the woman being held in the hospital until she had a shot is truly frightening.  I don't know why these

stories should be so unbelievable, as they are happening by the thousands now.  I was in the ER twice recently, and was so

nervous that they would make me have the 'you know what', but they didn't.    Your suggestion of a small hospital somewhere is

good, but in most places, that's like a dream.  We're in a small community and although one very old hospital is (WAS) a smaller

one, they've now enlarged it into the new model with a host of new medical teams.  Also, in another tiny berg here, they are

nearly Znished with a new, modern hosp. with all the newest of everything.
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Yes, Almond, agree - I have been guessing sometime between Christmas and New Years, spread will intensify because many

vaxxed are now considered unvaxxed - gene therapy shots have worn off. January could be crazy. In our fav BBC news article, it

has already spread from South Africa to Belgium, Israel and Hong Kong, AND they are blaming the unvaxxed, whereas the

Covid-recovered (according to Dr. Peter McCullough in my link somewhere below) these people are done and good to go against

most variants! Only other option left is the vaxxed are spreading this new variant amongst themselves. Here's a live article that

keeps getting updated: www.bbc.com/.../world-59427770  - not behind a paywall. This is why unvaxxed healthcare workers are

the most valuable people on the qoors, despite what hospital administrators may be thinking. Oh well, viral spread may need to

hit them over their heads, for them to see ridiculous actions taken.  

Healthiest - Fauci wants to leave US airtravel untouched for now, so we can have a repeat disasterous performance in New York

City?? Maybe we can divert intl qights from S Africa to Dulles International, so new variant will hit DC this time around.

Traveller4too - read up to pg 125 on kindle ver. Only 700 plus pages to go. Looks like the last chapter has good historical outline

of the string of fake pandemics called in the past, and ideas as to why this one stuck...DEFINATELY a "must read".
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healthiest... If you need major surgery, such as knee or hip replacement--or back surgery--I recommend one of these small

docotr-owned clinic hospitals--even if you must travel across state lined.  infections are rampant in major hospitals and these

have much better infection control.  Also, a staff of specialists who do many of the same kinds of surgeries and are very

experienced.  These doctors own and control their own clinics. I have heard too many horror stories about these surgeries gone

wrong in big hospitals without as much control. My personal gripe was also many staff did not speak English, which I observed

led to many errors.
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Almond~  I know exactly what you're saying.  And, Heaven forbid, IF I would have to need surgery, I would have to Znd a way to

get there, as I'm now a widow with limited help.  My recent problem has been Sciatica w/ pinched nerves - back to toes.  I will

say, the regular local hosp. where I went did have good help.  Those who took care of me seemed competent and caring, AND

thankfully, didn't mention or ask about the vax.  A friend's mother just had to have hip surgery (pins) and her care has been

terrible.

A couple wks. later when I had a Dr. appt. with a new Dr.. I did not care for her attitude and I chose her because she's an

Osteopath...but strictly traditional and went through the whole list of shots which I had to acknowledge I did not have. :^)  She

said they need to inform people who don't realize how they can be protected with the shots.  I nearly laughed out loud, thinking, '

young lady, I could teach you a thing or two, as I've been studying this stuff for about 46 yrs.! '  By the way, like so many nurses,

doctors, and other in that business, she was way over 200 LBS.
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False alarm? New COVID Mutation Has Only Produced "Very Mild Cases" - www.bitchute.com/.../vvo47FFBrmDF
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Dear Doctor Mercola,  thank you for caring.   Maria
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Shortly after a close friend got the second jab she suffered full body tremors most of the Zrst night.  Headaches, vomit, eye pain, and

other discomforts.  I have not have, nor will I get the jab.  After my friend had adverse reactions I got red blotches on both legs.  I

thought it was psoriasis since I have that but the blotches were nothing like psoriasis I have had.  She was transmitting something to

me.  After 4 months they are gone.  I avoid jabbed people as much as possible.  Yesterday I was not invited to the annual Thanksgiving

dinner I have attended over the years cause I was not "vaccinated".  Parents with babies did not want me near them.  Had I been

invited to the dinner I would have refused as I don't want to spend all day with the "vaccinated". With an unvaccinated friend we got

takeout Thanksgiving meals from the local Senior center and had a relaxing day with our meal and hours of chatting.
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You are an inspiration, Otis.  Thanks for sharing.  Many of the vaxxed are really hopeless, aren't they?
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Yes, a lot are hopeless.  That is so very sad that so many are just blindly going along with the plandemic propaganda. Australia

is sending out an SOS for help from the rest of the world to stop the tyranny.  www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.au/sos
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The system is broken. According to the ICD/10, the International ClassiZcation of Diseases, there are dozens of diseases - dozens of

disease codes for vaccine injuries, but they are all described as "adverse reaction to vaccine x", as if the patient, not the vaccine is at

fault. A doctor who encounters blood clots, nervous system damage, heart damage, or hematologic consequences of vaccination has

no disease code to enter into the system. No such diseases exist.

Vaccine injuries, like all injuries, can range from insigniZcant, to minor, to moderate, major and deadly. They can also range from short

term, easily cured by natural forces of healing, or lifetime disabilities. But without having names, or being named as "adverse reaction

to vaccine x" we have no ability to track them scientiZcally. So, there can be no seperation and tracking of adverse consequences of

spike proteins, vaccine adjuvants, vaccine entry into the bloodstream, and other causative variables. We cannot even track vaccine

deaths scientiZcally. They can only be coded by the injury without reference to cause. They disappear. Suicide deaths caused by

vaccine injuries are doubly separated from the vaccine cause and thus ignored completely. Because we don't study "health"

scientiZcally, we cannot measure how any individual health factors like Vitamin or other nutritional status, Ztness and exercise

patterns, and even medical support systems contribute to, prevent, or alleviate the injuries.

Because no such diseases exist, no approved treatments exist, and no cures are possible. When individual cases are cured, no cure

can be documented because no disease was documented. However, theory of cure is almost non-existent in today's medical systems

and cured is not deZned medically nor scientiZcally for any non-infectious disease. As a result, cures can only come from individual

actions and so-called "alternative" treatments, which are generally dismissed as illegitimate and unimportant
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If you knew what the ARR was for the vaccines and the new pills, would you trust your life with them: Dr. Ron Brown – Opinion Editorial

November 5, 2021 PZzer’s latest antiviral pill, Paxlovid (89% RRR), is your choice over Merck’s latest antiviral pill, Molnupiravir (50%

RRR). However, your choice of antiviral pills to reduce risk of COVID-19 hospitalization or death is narrowed considerably when

comparing the absolute risk reduction (ARR) of the PZzer and Merck pills: Molnupiravir (6.8% ARR) barely beats out Paxlovid (6.2%).

Why is the risk reduction of COVID-19 hospitalization or death so much lower in ARRs compared to RRRs? It all depends on how you

manipulate the reported results of the PZzer and Merck clinical trials.

The absolute risk reduction is the arithmetic difference in the rates of hospitalization or death—events or clinical endpoints in a

trial—between the treatment and placebo groups TrialSiteNews The vaccines are even more interesting:  The Lancet Study Doctors for

COVID Ethics On The accompanying chart: PZzer/BioNtech  RRR 95.03%    ARR From Jab 0.84% Moderna (NIH)  RRR 94.08%    ARR

1.24% From Jab Janssen           RRR 66.62%     ARR 1.19% From Jab Astrazeneca/ Oxford RRR 66.84% ARR 1.28% From Jab The Lancet

Would you bet your life on a vaccine with less than 1.28% e`ciency against Covid and Covid having a 98.72% better chance of

infecting you? You already did?
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Also. The Dr. Michael Yeadon said there is "clear evidence of fraud" in the PZzer study that claims to be 95% effective in its

COVID-19 "vaccine". Yeadon was commenting on an article in The Lancet and criticizing a documentary that analyzed a PZzer

e`cacy study, calling the distinction there between relative risk reduction and absolute risk reduction "accurate." As reported by

Dr. Mercola:

“However, RRR should be seen against the background risk of being infected and becoming ill with COVID-19, which varies

between populations and over time. Although the RRR considers only participants who could beneZt from the vaccine, the

absolute risk reduction (ARR), which is the difference between attack rates with and without a vaccine, considers the whole

population. ARRs tend to be ignored because they give a much less impressive effect size than RRRs: 1·3% for the

AstraZeneca–Oxford, 1·2% for the Moderna–NIH, 1·2% for the J&J, 0·93% for the Gamaleya, and 0·84% for the PZzer–BioNTech

vaccines.” americasfrontlinedoctors.org/2/frontlinenews/former-pZzer-vp-clear-ev..  (September 30, 2021)
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This article also discusses the effectiveness of vaccines. WHAT DOES VACCINE PROTECTION REALLY MEAN

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/dom-armentano/what-does-vaccine-protection..  In this link some articles by Dr. Mercola

www.lewrockwell.com/.../joseph-mercola
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In Israel they are starting to call it the "Pandemic of the Vaccinated' because most of the people who are dying are the vaccinated --

(Source: Bobby Kennedy, Jr; book The Real Anthony Fauci) Israel is the most Covid vaccinated country on Earth!
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I was trying to post my covid shot reaction, but it didn't let me do it without a url to a video. I don't have any video to post. This is what I

tried to post: "I am 46 y/o F without signiZcant medical history, not on any meds, no any medical problems other than knee sprain. I

received Moderna shot on 12/30/2020 and felt severely sick, unable to stand, di`culty breathing, dizzy, poor vision, worst headache of

my life, chills, stomach cramps, heart palpitations, swollen neck glands, severe joint pain in hands and feet. Most symptoms lasted 2-3

days, except joint pain lasted a month. Bloodwork in January 2021 showed 30% kidney function drop - GFR of 69 compared to 101 a

few months prior. It was retaken in June 2021 and GFR is still low - 74. After almost a year, still having kidney problems: mid-low back

pain, red/swollen legs after eating salty foods, tired, brain fog. Also, immunity severely weakened after the covid shot: have been

catching everything, sick almost every month (as opposed to once a year if that). Also, I still have occasional heart palpitations a few

times a day."
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www.bitchute.com/.../tgLxz9vQAKxw      Slovenian nurse quits job, in disgust, and she reveals, in a 21 minute video of a press

conference, in Slovenian language, secret codes on vials of vaccines.  She personally Zgured out how the codes are used to determine

who lives and who dies.  The saline code vials are given to high ranking politicians and tycoons, among others, about 30%.  If you know

how to translate Slovenian to other languages, please make a transcript to share.  I watched the entire video, but only occasional

words, like "placebo,'" were recognizable to me.
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I have several family members & friends who have been injured by vaccines. I became aware of vaccine injuries when we were all

young back in the 70s when my cousin nearly died due to Guillain-Barré.  He and his wife had a wonderful business which they had to

give up and he never did recover.  He suffered for all his years, thin as a rail, never walked again without his cane or walker, and Znally

died about 3 yrs. ago.  I have a niece w/ Autism from her MMR vax. Then there's a 60 yr. old 'boy' with non-verbal Autism requiring 24

hr. care from his wonderful 90+ yr. old parents. It happened right after a vaccine as a baby.  My oldest brother and wife who live in

another state, both had their full dose of 3.  Their son told me his mother's memory is failing fast and my brother's personality has

been getting nasty and controlling. They've always both looked and acted so much younger than their age.

More recently, a friend who's over 80 had all 3 shots and her memory is now nearly gone.  She had some memory problems, but not

bad. She had a garden, chickens, orchard, and was so enjoyable. Now she can barely remember what happened a couple hrs. ago.  Her

family had to move her from her beautiful farm into an Assisted Living, and due to Covid outbreaks, they isolate them to their rooms a

lot.  What a life.

Another guy I know told me recently his Chiropractor went for a vax (which surprised the guy) and had a horrible reaction with swelling

and soreness which lasted for several days.  When he later went for his 2nd jab, he said he had just Znished when a young 20

something yr. old had just had his shot and almost immediately, fell down dead.  These never got reported, as the guy I know said they

weren't 'in the know' about the Vaaers.  There are undoubtedly thousands of these incidents that go unreported and as been said,

games being played with the whole issue anyway.
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Hi, lovestosing~  One of the things that angers me so much is the fact that due all they've created, (which was part of their

purpose) the other areas of our lives have all been rearranged.  It's di`cult trying to concentrate on what we want/need/like to

plan because this WORLD WIDE TOPIC has become the news of the day, and seems to change by the hour.  When we awaken

tomorrow morning, there may be yet another earth shattering piece of news.

No matter how we try to carry on with the day's necessary activities, becoming involved in whatever, and especially now with the

holidays upon us, this PLAN the evil ones created, seems to stay at the top of our thinking process.  We know our world has

changed more than ever before, and there will be no going back. I believe the word 'normal' has now become a lost - forgotten

word.  And we can't overlook what's going on within the walls of schools...absolutely despicable.

I mentioned a friend elsewhere here who's memory is now nearly lost due to the 3 jabs (which she couldn't wait to get) and now

in an Assisted Living facility. Today we had a short chat by phone.  I asked if she'd made some new friends at meals or in one of

the visiting rooms.  She said, "oh no, I'm pretty much just staying in my room, as I don't want to pick up the virus that's going

around." This has been so upsetting to me as there's not one thing I can do.  She's heard so many stories about how horrid this

thing is and wants to 'stay healthy'.
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There are so many incidences, I keeping seeing the list grow - healthy older people dropping.  It's crushing :(
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MyTVC15
Joined On 5/15/2021 12:49:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not sure who has seen this, but the FDA recently asked a Federal judge to delay the release of PZzer data for 55 years:

www.lifesitenews.com/news/fda-asks-judge-to-delay-release-of-pZzers-c..   This could be a good conversation/argument starter (or

ender!).
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The 329,000 plus pages will be released at the rate of 500 pages per month over the next 659 months.  This is making people

ask, what are they hiding?
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carolsag53
Joined On 4/8/2010 3:01:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I haven't  had a reaction at least not yet, but I am against  the mandates, the only person I know that has had covid is my brother who

had 2 Moderna vaccines and always wore a mask, 3 months after getting vaccinated he gets covid like so many other vaccinated

people, so why are there mandates if you can still get and give covid to others, makes no sense.Unless  they are going to have  

mandates that say people will have to get a booster every 6 months for the rest of their lives like the qu shot.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "vaccines" are a bioweapon to depopulate the planet.

 forbiddenknowledgetv.net/dr-david-martin-who-they-are-the-names-and-fa..
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tilapiagirl
Joined On 10/7/2015 5:09:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ SuzeQ  thanking you for the un-cloaked facts. So joyful the THEMS are announcing that other the THEMS have approved their

business product paid for by all of us everywhere and payments into inZnity terms.  Now gleefully ready to needle the 5 year olds and

inferring to them they are super heros saving mankind.  The same EVIL that would do that would for sport n fun sink and destroy our

DR Mercola. Like childs play for them by now. Keep Dr Mercola and all who generate light deep in our prayers for their VICTORY

standing in truth is OUR VICTORY.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been following the metaverse discourse and realizing how consumed people are with their image--and the image of their

avatar--over the substance of their character and their humanity.  Too many have learned to conform during childhood rather than

develop conZdence in their own individuality. Somehow, subjecting yourself and your children to gene-altering therapies has become

socially acceptable, when, in reality, you are becoming less human.  Perhaps even eliminating one thing that deZnes a species--the

ability to reproduce after its own kind.

Adverse effects such as cardiovascular are ignored and denied even though the human biome has been greatly altered and will

continue to change for the worse over time.  These are not all immediately visible.  Would it be different if some of these adverse

effects altered our image instead of our health?  If maybe you had a foot growing out of an ear that kept getting bigger and bigger over

time--or skin that tuned green and warty like a frog?  I am not only discussing physiology, but also the philosophical concepts of what

we value as a society.   It does not appear to be the health and welfare of children over proZts.  There was a group of doctors who were

unwilling to publish their research on how the vaxine harms children because it would result in their funding from pharmaceutical

companies being cut off.  These Mengele-types have always been common in medicine--unwilling to stand up for patients and "Zrst,

do no harm".  Standard medicine does not have a good track record of acting in a patient's best interest.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is good for me to know, thank you so much. I am just a little old massage therapist but I have been doing a ton of commercial

work this year. I have mentioned on this site one thing I am noticing in the vaxxed is that they almost all break out in sweats at

different parts of the massage, so much so that I am keeping the room and the table cooler. Normally everyone would be screaming

for heat but now nobody does! And the bruising. I have seen spontaneous bruising in some people that they have no explanation for.

Among my private clients, which is a smaller sampling of people than my work in spas, two people came down with shingles soon

after getting the shots this winter.

At the time I didn't know much about the vaccine and didn't have an opinion one way or the other, but that immediately gave me pause,

the way you think it would any rational person. Another elderly client came down with some sort of blood condition, I forget what she

called it, but she is taking medication for it and if it gets worse she will have to have regular massive blood transfusions! Some people

in my private practice were so excited to get vaccinated and start getting massages again but now they are too sick to receive work!
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A friend emailed last week.  His sister in law working as a nurse at a booster centre.  Man walked in to get jab,  had jab, was told to sit

for 15,minutes then leave.  Went to see why he was still there after 30 minutes.  HE WAS DEAD! He was 54 years old,  healthy!

 Jennifer UK
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"DR. PETER MCCULLOUGH FIGHTS BACK: "THE VACCINES ARE NOT SAFE FOR HUMAN USE" -

www.bitchute.com/.../lKEp7qW22Ge3
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fortywinksbandbgmail.com & rrealrose ~  It's still beyond comprehension to me how all these videos, newsletters, books, blogs,

and 'some' national news exposure, containing these FACTS AND FIGURES can continue being ignored - suppressed - hidden -

or ?????  WHY do most sheeple just continue to Zgure all this information is just a bunch of lies?  

Each day when I see some of the EVIDENCE, I think, "Hooray !  This will certainly gain national attention and now people will

HAVE to realize the truth with understanding of what's really been going on.  But it just doesn't seem to happen on a big enough

scale.

Fortywinks ~  That story is truly sad and something that should never, ever happen in any facility that cares. I feel so sad for the

family...IF they will ever Znd out the truth.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is weird, or maybe not so weird, is that the AVR symptoms are so similar to those I have experienced with Covid (not proven

through blood tests only symptoms) and long haul Covid. I have EBV qares anyway, but the vertigo, dizziness, nose bleeds, joint pain,

paranoia, insomnia, unbelievable hives (everyday for eight months), lethargy, spatial dissonance, tinnitus and I could go on, all sound

familiar. I am just beginning to recover, especially since I started taking ZINC, but my sleep is still shot, I am learning to walk properly

again and so on. In the last two years, I have broken my collarbone, had numerous falls, and sprained my ankle and fractured my

knee...even worse I can't remember Christmas 2019 and 2020. This year I am determined to enjoy it even though it will just be the two

of us (our dog died two months ago) and I am starting to regain my health and energy. Thank God. My heart bleeds for anyone who

has suffered or died from the virus or the jab (not vaccine). Hope you people had a lovely Thanksgiving. Namaste.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My biggest wish that you make a full recovery from Covid-19. Yes, many people are suffering from the "vaccine" scam as the

fortunes of unscrupulous villains grow. It is the duty of humanity to Zght against these genocidal “vaccines”. The demands and

protests must continue. Lockdowns and mandates are increasing in Europe as well as misinformation about the need for

genetic vaccines spreads. They are the mandates emanating from the Great Reset and the Davos meetings. Against the political

and medical dictatorship, a new wave of protests erupts in Europe after the reintroduction of the COVID-19 restrictions. Several

protests erupted in European cities and French overseas territories as protesters reacted to the reintroduction of Wuhan's

coronavirus restrictions. www.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/3156937/europe-sees-fresh-wave-..  

When a country passes to dictatorship, the media are controlled by government institutions that in turn depend on the big

monopolies, conZguring oligarchies of power and money. The politicians in a great majority corrupt, allies of an extreme

technological advance that observes us that directs us, who only look after the interests of power and proZt and the support of

the monopolies of great fortunes, are largely responsible for the dehumanization in which the world lives on all fronts of our

existence. War against biological weapons called "vaccines"
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pipblanc, praying for you daily....this will end and your health will be restored.  Get yourself another hound, soon.  The love they

give will assist you in recovering.  If you know a breeder of English Shepherds....they are the most loving breed and even though

they are long haired....they are so worth it!  And let’s face be honest when you have a hound around you don’t stay focused on

the ills for too long. Be blessed, Znd the thankfulness.  I know Znding thankfulness can be di`cult, but there is always

something to be thankful for.
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sunQowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like you are suffering from radiation poisoning also.   I'd get some type of EMF radiation protection device if i were you.  

I had to get one for my place; and would like to get the sleep tent that Dr. Mercola offers here on his web site.   It is out of stock

for now though.   Make sure you get extra vitamin C; magnesium (450mg daily), zinc, grape seed extra, olive leaf extract all help

me against headaches and fatigue.   Unfortunately, i lost my EMF protection bracelet that i had for over 2 years from my wrist

just recently; and i can tell as I don't seem to be sleeping as well as i had been with it.
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Down102
Joined On 9/14/2021 5:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear friend, sorry for your pain. Please, Znd a good naturopath and he/she can help you to detox and restore body's function.

God bless you.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SoozeQ,  OMG I knew it was bad.....but, this bad. I have now words to express my sadness for your report!
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allison007
Joined On 7/5/2021 7:02:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think all those that have been affected by these Vaccine's to raise the Bar  and Protest their Capital if they can. When the enemy

come's in like a Flood, God will raise up a standard. They are suppressing the Death's and Disability's from these HorriZc Vaccine's.  A

LOUD Voice need's to be Shouting from the house top. A day to Protest. Making up sign's of loved one's that have Died.. This need to

be World Wide.. BIG. so the Media cannot ignore the Sound.
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Bett137
Joined On 9/19/2007 7:09:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wasn't injured from the jab, but my mother died Feb 18, 2021.  The death certiZcate says cause of death was Covid but I believe it

was actually caused by Remdesivir.  She never had kidney problems in her life, but her kidneys shut down after Remdesivir.  The

doctors never told me that this was a common side effect of Remdesivir.  I read about it 8 months later.
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met5751
Joined On 1/16/2014 12:50:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's di`cult for those who have lost their their jobs for refusing the jab and those who have adverse effects from getting the jab.  Then,

having to deal with the medical system's refusal to listen to patients and refusal to question what they are seeing personally in their

profession.  What is hard for us who have been graced to learn from Dr. Mercola and our own independant research, is trying to

educate our loved ones, young and old, about the possible ramiZcations from getting the jab(s).  Now our future (our children) are at

risk!  It breaks my heart.  So many want to cover their ears  then to believe that our doctors and government are trying to kill us!  Now I

just try to inform them about prevention (I-MASK+ protocols) and MATH+ hospital treatment protocols.  It's not about IF I get COVID

but WHEN and, TO BE PREPARED!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lovestosing6 has deleted the comment.

 

Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovetosing65,  this story has been debunked.  there is a lot of rumour around why, however, view these and make up your own

mind, cairnsnews.org/2021/11/24/gunner-running-dirty-illegal-military-operat..

 cairnsnews.org/2021/11/25/nt-aboriginal-traditional-owners-call-on-all..

 cairnsnews.org/2021/11/25/women-from-belyuen-aboriginal-community-forc..   make sure your real all comments to get a feel

for the information. Thanks
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jgeorge33
Joined On 11/19/2012 4:45:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, I was trying to Znd information about grape leaves.  had heard only certain types are edible and some are poisonous?  but

couldn't Znd much on internet.  was trying to see info on making preserved grape leaves/dolmas or are there other ways to prepare?

 I've been trying to grow grapes in my side yard for a couple years and not much grapes but lots of leaves.  would appreciate any info.

 thanks.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Given that these adverse reactions are being denied recognition, it is impossible for those who are injured to receive any early

intervention and, therefore people remain hopelessly injured.”" And what exactly would you expect the reaction to be from

psychopathic monsters when you turn your health over to them?  To rush to your aid?  Dream on.  These injured fools are just that -

fools.  I do feel sorry for those who didn't want the jab but were forced into it.  But only those. "Vaccine injured individuals did their part

by getting this vaccine" Those who think they are somehow "helping" by getting the jab are on the wrong side of this war.  They are

clearly on the side of the corrupt pharma/government/msm monsters. We have to defy the dark side, rather than legitimize and enable

them, to have any chance.  Obviousl
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Unvaxxed2
Joined On 5/5/2021 5:44:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unbelievable. noqreport.com/2021/11/26/dozens-of-vaxxed-athletes-are-suddenly-collap..
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unvaxxed2; thanks for this list of athletes affected. I feel for all the people whose lives will never be the same; whether

injured/died/ family members left to grieve. When the Zt, athletic sports icons are shown to have these effects;  may open eyes

of the masses to experience these events and question the narrative. I am still trying methods to convince legislators and

organizations to prevent further harm, by emailing evidence, asking to reconsider their stance, and to exercise my choice to

sever ties.

The BAA Boston Marathon, sponsored by Abbott, will require proof of vaccination for all participants in the future; an event I

have loved many times. In boycotting them, I stated that their edict precludes participation for those who value their health,

have spiritual faith, believe in personal freedom, that the bodies' innate acquired immunity is stronger than this experimental

treatment (still in clinical trials, w/ huge evidence of harm (deaths & disability in VAERS database) and is collusion with

coercion/tyrannical oppression.

I give references to scientiZc evidence; such as that it is NOT what people are convinced is the reason they are demanding it( to

"slow the spread,safe and effective")-- is not a "vaccine" - being Zled under experimental mRNA therapy medical device (as

deZned in Modernas' SEC Zling), US patents, CDC, FDA Clinical Trials, etc. --does NOT prevent transmission NOR infection, only

said to decrease symptoms if infected)--many violations of Nuremberg code.

I put them on notice: participation in crimes against humanity have reckonings when it becomes transparent how they have

allowed such a callous decision toward harms done now & in the future; to people, and to personal freedom.  I inform them that

I sever ties by accountability to myself, my faith, humanity.  I urge the open exploration of independent research in science/not

just listening to talking heads. As one person, I put my heart and soul into showing some light, & keep trying

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/27/2021 6:09:01 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elizabeth Warren doesn't know when to stop, does she? www.huffpost.com/entry/elizabeth-warren-covid-19-amazon-misinformation..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/26/2021 11:49:35 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ohhhhh Lordy!!!  Thank you Rose!!  Ugh!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/26/2021 6:44:48 PM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Explain me this... How could he have not been protected if jabbed 3x?  Also, why did he leave the hospital against doctors advice?

 Apparently, patients have more rights in Czeck than America.

citizenfreepress.com/breaking/czech-president-in-hospital-with-covid-a..
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In all the reports and videos about vaccine-caused injuries and deaths, they can only say that the problems happened after

vaccination. They can't prove that a vaccine is the actual cause of the injury or death. There doesn't appear to be a test that can prove

cause and effect for vaccine injuries. Of course, the lack of evidence connecting vaccines to injuries is great for the vaccine industry,

investors and Great Reset planners. They're hoping for a repeat of the Renaissance, which came about largely as a result of population

reduction caused by the Black Death.
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margaretW
Joined On 3/22/2010 10:36:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We cannot thank you enough for your ongoing courage, persistence and commitment to exposing the truth! Do not stop! This evil

MUST be stopped! We are with you! God bless you and your team! Margaret and Paul Weigel Canada
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A mental frame work to discriminate one’s world view.  The “Pseudo Reality of the Bamboozle” perpetrated by The Powers That Be

(Power Elite, Deep State, etc).  This is accomplished by propaganda (Edward Bernays) using corporate and social media via their;

gaslighting, gatekeepers, narrative, and algorithms.    Or The “Reality of Common Sense.”  “The truth may be puzzling.  It may take

some work to grapple with. It may be counterintuitive.  It may contradict deeply held prejudices.  It may not be consonant with what we

desperately want to be true.  But our preferences do not determine what’s true.”  Carl Sagan https://thecovidblog.com/

 rainbowwarrior2005.wordpress.com/2021/11/23/devastating-adverse-reacti..   “The eye sees only what the mind is prepared to

comprehend.”  Henri Bergson    If you accept that (even conditionally), what have you prepared your mind to comprehend?   The

“Bamboozle” or “Common Sense?”
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htlaeh
Joined On 4/29/2009 7:23:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vaccine victims need to contact local government o`cials and demand solutions to COVID other than those mandated by a rigid and

corrupt medical establishment.  They need to educate those o`cials, who are perhaps not as inquenced by big pharma as are higher

level political leaders.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regrettably they are very much inquenced by BigPharma. Money buys politicians. The key strategy would be to put pressure on

politicians by getting the masses involved. Public pressure may not work, but MASS public pressure does. We need to send

articles,  books, Zlm footage to school PTAs, retired doctors and physicians, the grassroots, and college students, to wake them

up Zrst. The word is going to spread based on HARM REAL HARM done by these genetic modiZcation shots.
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scraps
Joined On 12/21/2010 3:45:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great idea Doc!  Bury the lying criminals under the weight of the evidence of injuries!  Well done!
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Any parent or anyone who allows their child to be injected with this bioweapon will live to regret it.....any adult who allows themselves

to be injected with this bioweapon will regret it....Fauci, Gates, Dazek, Baric, Collins are just the beginning who should be in jail for

what they have done to create the bioweapon in the Zrst place and then created the "cure".  It's all there in the patents that were Zled in

2015 and earlier......these are federal crimes....
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jail is too good for the evil scum! Besides...they would probably assign fraudski to the dispensory - where he could continue his

evil work!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/26/2021 8:25:24 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This brief Stew Peters show may explain some of what we are seeing as shot "side effects" - you decide!

"STEW PETERS - PZzer Emails conZrm Graphene. Intentional Cover-Up by Chief Scientist Revealed" -

www.bitchute.com/.../nJXmHfEkkD2Q   This show is being bankrolled by Bill Gates, in assoc w NIAID, and the Pentagon. No higher

power to stop the lies and deceptions except people, en masse, refusing to play along. Forget waiting for Pres. Biden - an old man, a

puppet president with a failing brain to see what's occurring.
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alohaNYrose
Joined On 8/4/2021 3:02:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have no story because I am not getting the shot and am only writing to express my gratitude to your excellent information. I wish you

would look into the connection between the fake Zat money and the federal reserve utilized by a corporate government that is not

abiding by the Constitution which set up a Republic of States for our country and this subsequent  acquiescence that the corporate

government has to favoring the inquence of corporations (including pharmaceuticals) over the well-being of the people.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If not the unvaxed, esp. health care professionals who have been terminated or lost their licenses, who will eventually be left to care

for those who suffered adverse effects from the vaxine?
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is a question we have asked ourselves. Already there are fewer beds available in assisted living, because of sta`ng issues.

We slipped my mom into the only bed we could Znd, a group home, 12 beds, in the country.  They take older confused people

with minimal health issues. The level of supervision  needed prevented us from keeping her at my home. Mom was lonely and

wanted to live with more people. I never expected my retirement job to be rebuilding whatever is left.  We upped our garden

rather then cutting back....
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

they will just kill them in the "care" facilities....
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes this is true, and at the same time there are many more deaths now skewed toward the elderly which will in turn leave an

ever increasingly less number of people to care for. Of course we still have a massive world's population, much to the

consternation of our leaders, but if you take the idea of following the money already there are so many old and institutionalized

people who are off the government Dole now because they are deceased.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Almond, Suspect the unvaxxed may be the last healthcare workers standing.  A new South African variant has been

identiZed, the market is tanking, and the EU is trying to keep it out. Good luck with that! Especially spawned by mass vaccn, too

many shots...gene therapy shots leak, they do not stop transmission, so shots are causing immune pressure on the virus, the

virus escapes. According to Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche, its the missing "population factor" and just that simple.  Yet they keep

calling for MORE more and more shots. Politicians will never, ever get out of the hell caused by booster shot cycles without

stepping outside the lockstep of their "health care advisor's" thinking...something sorely lacking these days. Thanks to Bill

Gates discussing his 20:1 return on investment in vaccines, he also massively warped the projection to a shot in every arm, a

most seriously qawed projection of all the Pharma-supported tv talking heads.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

catlady... The "care" facilities ahve become the contemporary extermination camps.  Much easier for the public to overlook.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond - I think that is the whole idea.  They seem determined to compromise the healthcare system, the military, the police,

the ZreZghters, etc.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

fromsea... You are correct. They must cause the collapse of our present system before a new system can be imposed on us.

That is why I keep telling people to do what they can to become self-reliant. Many prices will AT LEAST double over the next

year.  I stopped at the supermarket and hardware store this week. I am shocked to see many customers still buying expensive

frozen pizzas and picking up single soft drinks in refrigerated cases near the checkout selling for $1.99@. They will grab one for

each member of the family rather than buying a 6-pack or case---not that anyone needs to drink that crap anyway.  

The other thing I see is how much food people are still wasting. One source of our food is the organic stuff the poor people are

eager to discard from food boxes. "We don't eat that!" It is a shame that so many are accustomed to processed foods. I realize

food banks have shortages in many parts of the country, but people in our area are very fortunate. My husband asked me how

people without gardens who do not hunt feed a family with teenagers. I said, either they spend every penny they make, even

going into debt, or they live on mac&cheese. The great tragedy is how few younger women know how to cook from scratch

anymore. They do not use the whole plant (beet greens, grape leaves) or the whole animal (organs, tail). I spent a whole

afternoon on the phone a while ago with friends asking me for recipes for homemade food...

I expect many shortages and services to become unavailable. Of course, we will still be taxed to pay for what we can no longer

access for ourselves.  We may also be better off if we can avoid the low quality and harm. With a bit of knowledge, most

self-educated people can prob safely handle 90% of what they see a doctor for. Many things that were once common knowledge

have been forgotten. Confederate soldiers fared much better during the Civil War because many Southern women had herb

gardens and knowledge of healing; Northerners surgeons.
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This is the spin the media is putting on those military members who refuse the vaxine.  Here is a comment by David Lapan, a former

Marine Corps o`cer and later a spokesman for the Pentagon and Department of Homeland Security. “The Marine Corps, because of

its brand, doesn’t want to be seen as a place where individuals get to decide which orders they follow and which they don’t,” Lapan

says. “If Marines now are choosing to disobey a lawful order over the vaccine, what might be the next thing in the future where we see

this type of disobedience?” www.usnews.com/news/national-news/articles/2021-11-24/marines-face-def..  

What is "lawful" about this order?!
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The spokesmen and talking heads self-righteously repeat the propaganda-of-the-day.  It sounds more like Bagdad Bob every minute.

 Constant lies.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no "lawful" order. We are swimming in an ocean of lies and deception; and none of the entities pushing this tyranny, can

even open their mouths - without lying!
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yad40897
Joined On 4/25/2020 7:00:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a question, a close friend of mine just recently got Covid, he is not vaccinated neither his wife, his wife doesn’t have covid. His

wife told me he was doing really poorly, but today the got the monoclonal antibody treatment, and she texted me telling me that he is

doing a lot better, his sense of smell,  appetite and energy are back just minutes after the treatment. What are your thoughts on this

treatment? Thank you
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zark42
Joined On 8/23/2021 2:58:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder if Guillain-Barré syndrome can be cured with time?
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djinnc
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes…my husband had it.
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henrysmom
Joined On 9/8/2010 2:36:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, early treatment can lead to a more rapid resolution of symptoms,  but generally people do recover. It can take months or

even years and many are left with varying degrees of pain and disability. I worked in a rehab unit for years, and sure as

clockwork we’d get several cases as soon as the yearly qu vaxxes were released. I am now retired and I am still in contact with

several nurses on the unit who tell me that they’be already seen at least 5 cases since summer.  Normally we’d see 2 a year.

Coincidence? I think not! They also report increased numbers of patients with strokes, especially  notable is that many are

young, under 60
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For those of you interested in an alternative cure to vaccines, have a look at my Twitter Blog RichardNoakes19 - it is what I use these

past 27 years and I am never ill from viruses of which Coronavirus is just another one. This has nothing to do with vaccines, it costs

nothing to do, results are immediate, as is the treatment, if you get a positive result and you don't need to test with buds if you have an

infection, you will know instantly and what to do - like me. Keep safe - Richard
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allison007
Joined On 7/5/2021 7:02:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MERCOLA.......... SOMEONE PLEASE LOOK INTO " REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES. " ITS PEOPLE WITH EVIDENCE THAT THE

GOVERNMENT IS ABUSING. IT'S ' CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITED PWER FOR A ' REDRESS OF THE CONSTITUTION WRONGDOING. THE

GOVERNMENT HAS A OBLIGATION TO RESPOND TO THE PEOPLE'S PETITION.  IF THE GOV. IGNORES THE PEOPLE, THE PEOPLE

HAVE THE RIGHT TO ENFORCE THE PETITION. BY RETAINING THEIR MONEY UNTIL THEIR GRIEVANCES OF REDRESS.  " BASICALLY

IT MEANS'  THAT THE FEDERAL GOV. IS EXCEEDING THEIR AUTHORITY GRANTED TO IT UNDER THE ' CONSTITUTION. WE THE

PEOPLE ARE ASSEMBLING   " ONLINE " TO INFORM OUR FELLOW CITIZENS' OF OUR REPRESENTATIVES /GOVERNMENT/ THAT HAS

ABUSED OUR FREEDOM OF SPEECH....
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RichardNoakes
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If you have Long Covid or one of the other side effects from Covid, I suggest you do the free cure below - nothing ventured, nothing

gained, especially after the damage is done. Richard
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johnpage
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello all can someone enlighten me on how i can share this article to other websites i go to especially Eraoqight.com where a world of

awarness awaits. i would like to give a big thanks to Dr mercola for being the brave person that he is in helping us all become more

aware of the situation that exists today and Znally people the light is winning very much so. all the best and much love to all.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for the link to Eroaqight. You should be able to copy and paste the hyperlink. Yes, we all need to thank Dr. Mercola,

we also need to protect him. Namaste.
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

johnpage, I'm not that computer literate, to help you, but I  like your comment.
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM
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Because he takes down the articles, you need to copy it and post it rather than just linking to it.
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Country_Me
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Well, it makes no sense to me why the comment I just wrote isn't showing up since I have been a supporter of Mercola for many years!

Or at least if it is posted I sure don't see it! I wrote about seeing a video of a news person, not from the major news, interviewing

people in Austria and it really was very sad to me to see the people that had no compassion, very heartless to those that are being

made to stay home because of not getting the jab.

One woman that was interviewed was calling people idiots that wouldn't take the jab but yet when the news person asked her what

about the fact people that have taken the jab can still get the virus AND transmit it to others she seemed totally unaware of that fact

and didn't really make any comment to that. I wonder why there isn't a lot of peaceful protesting going on in the US? Or if there is I am

not Znding it. I see so many videos of them protesting in other countries in HUGE NUMBERS against the mandates. We need that in

the US, too, or is there too many people in the US that are falling in line with the mandates? I thought so many Americans were for

protecting our freedoms.
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bowgirl
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Add as Friend  Send Message

There are some protests, the media doesn't cover them.  Most patriots live outside cities and are loathe to go there. At least I

am. There is a lot of civil disobedience and peaceful resistance.  Many of us with natural immunity are now a threat to the fully

vaxxed.   I have said, ok, let the vaxxed donate blood, time and money. Leave me alone. Lots of preparing going on  at all levels.
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Country_Me
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bowgirl thanks for your reply! I know the major news media isn't covering any of them in any countries that I am aware of but

thought I would see more online of more Americans protesting, too. I don't like expressing my opinions being against the

mandates considering how many have taken the jab and their hate to us that haven't but feel like I have to speak up now while I

still can before we are all silenced which I hope won't ever be the case.
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traveler4too
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Check out The Childrens Health Defense website. They are organizing protests around the world.
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nothingsound
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In the Zve Burroughs in New York City have closed 27 Zre stations because of those who will not take the jab left.  The police

department lost over 3,000 cops for same reason.  In Florida counties now employ many NYC police.  Chicago suspended their

call for mandating police and Zremen for the moment because of the amount who will leave rather than take.  Indiana said

come over here we will not mandate and the same with Tennessee saying come to their state.  Oklahoma is not mandating their

National Guard get the jab and when the DOD threatening to remove them from the National Guard and become ONLY a state

militia, the Governor shrugged...Zne with him.  

The protests are not so much people gathering but rather stepping away from their positions leaving a great void of employees.

 This is the reason why there no hospital beds available....because of nurses leaving.  The protests may no be loud....but they

are there.  Honestly, it is a louder statement to step away from your job than taking to the streets...it says so much more. If need

be, the protests will get loud....
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nothingsound Very good and informative post! And yes, you are right that is much better and more effective than protesting but

I would like to see peaceful protesting, too, in HUGE NUMBERS.
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traveler4too Thanks! I will check them out, too.
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Dr. Mercola's website NEEDS to STOP referring to this gene therapy injection as a "vaccine." It is Not a "vaccine." Just because the

deZnition of vaccine was conveniently changed to align with the evil agenda does not make it true. By using that term you are buying

into the misinformation, legitimizing something that is illegal and perpetuating that crimes against humanity. Be mindful of the terms

you use.
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For those who don't do Twitter, I provide my free cure for Coronavirus and other viruses - 27 years, me/others never ill from viruses -

with the latest virus from Africa, you all need an alternative to those vaccines - I do not believe in vaccines and neither should you -

however - if you have had vaccines, do this following treatment Zrst, before expecting the vaccines to save you from Covid, some 20

days after the initial infection, which they might not do:

Covid Crusher: Mix one heaped teaspoon of Iodine table or sea salt in a mug of warm clean water, cup a hand and sniff or snort the

entire mugful up your nose, spitting out anything which comes down into your mouth. If sore, then you have a virus, so continue

morning noon and night, or more often if you want, until the soreness goes away (2-3 minutes) then blow out your nose and qush

away, washing your hands afterwards, until you don't have any soreness at all, when you qush - job done. Also swallow a couple of

mouthfuls of salt water and if you have burning in your lungs, salt killing virus and pneumonia there too. This simple salt water cure,

kills all Coronaviruses and viruses, as soon as you think you have an infection, or while self isolating, before the viruses mutate into

the disease in your head and body, for which there is no cure. I have been doing this simple cure for over 27 years and I am and others

never sick from viruses and there is no reason why any of you should be either - when your only alternative are those vaccines!!

Richard
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Thanks for spelling it out here considering I'm not on Twitter, FB, YT, etc.
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